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Aimee Richardson
Myrcella Baratheon
Aimee Richardson lives in Bangor Co Down with her mum
(aspiring author Lesley Richardson), dad (published author John
Richardson) and cat, Herbie. She made her stage debut at the
age of six, playing the part of Mary in her school Nativity Play and decided there and then that she wanted to be an actress!
Aimee describes filming her Game of Thrones scenes as "the
absolute best days of my life so far. I loved every single second,
even the portaloos and the waiting around. Getting to
Dubrovnik last year to film my scenes there was just amazing. I
had such a brilliant time and even on my days off I wanted to be
on set. I can't wait to do it all over again".
We haven't seen Myrcella since she sailed off to Dorne in season two but we should see her
back on screen in season five. In the meantime Aimee has been concentrating on her
GCSE's. She was a guest at TitanCon 2012 and is jumping up and down with excitement to
be coming back again this year.

Kelly Long
Joyeuse Frey
Joyeuse Erenford became the eighth Lady Frey at the age
of 15. As Walder Frey put it to Catelyn Stark the first time
we meet her in season one, "You see that? Fifteen, she is.
A little flower... and the honey's all mine." (that creeps me
out just typing it). Sadly Lady Frey did not live to see 16.
She had her throat slit by the aforementioned Catelyn
Stark during what may be the most shocking television
moment of recent years - the Red Wedding.
Kelly has also worked on the
show in the A.D. Department
as a stand-in for Emilia Clarke, Michelle Fairley, Lena Headey
and Sophie Turner. Although you may not have realised it while
watching, it just might have been Kelly in some long distance
shot of Sansa walking away, or perhaps the back of Cersei's
head while someone was talking to her.
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